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The Advanced Placement Computer Science (APCS) Practice System is an instructional assessment device meant to give students practice in, and feedback on, elementary programming tasks. The system includes a programming editor, item pool, two feedback facilities, and electronic portfolio tools. Students write Pascal procedures using the editor, test them with system-generated data, and, for selected problems, can call for a nonsyntactic analysis that produces a partial-credit score and a diagnostic commentary. Results of solution testing and nonsyntactic analysis are recorded by the portfolio to The purpose of this guide is to give teachers and supervisors a working knowledge of various approaches to enhancing pupil learning about computer science, particularly through the use of Pascal. It contains instructional units dealing with: (1) computer Å (13) programs involving IF-THEN-ELSE statements; (14) REPEAT-UNTIL structures; (15) WHILE-DO statements; (16) FOR-DO statements; (17) CASE statements; (18) standard files, input and output; (19) Eof and Eoln functions; (20) stepwise refinement; (21) inventory management; (22) functions; (23) local variables and side effects; (24) procedures without parameters; (25) procedures with parameters; (26) parameters in procedures and functions; (27) scope.